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Eser Bayrak entered the open-air advertising industry 38 

years ago as a ag, textile print manufacturer. Over 

time, it has become one of the top 3 companies in Turkey 

with its forward-thinking and innovative thinking in line 

with the needs and demands. Again, the smallest foil cuts 

are made with the advertising and signage department 

established in line with the demands. All services are 

professional, down to your biggest projects. Innovative, 

open-minded and professional perspective is the common 

understanding of all our colleagues. It will give you the 

convenience of nding professional solutions with a single

supplier in line with all your needs and requirements.  

Eser Bayrak Advertising Industry. ve Tic. Ltd. After 2015, 

it changed its title to ESE REKLAM SANAYİ VE TİCARET A.Ş.
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POLE FLAGS
We have made it a policy to make sure our products don't 

compromise on quality in an absolute way. For this reason, 

we make use of quality fabric and prin�ng systems so that 

the pole flag can fluctuate for many years in outdoor 

condi�ons. Thanks to our high-tech machines and our pole 

flags, with a very thin workmanship, you won't have to be 

afraid anymore. Especially when it rains and snows, you'll 

never have a problem with the fact that the bleeding of paint,

the colors fade out in the sun, and flying in the wind. For this

 reason, you can also benefit from our quality flags, which 

will always fluctuate.



PENNANTS
The quality of the pennants fabrics is changing. Fabric 

quality as a cost-reducing factor, we make prints 

according to your preferences. In general, the fabrics 

used in the pennants print are specic. These fabrics; 

It can be raschel, alpaca and satin. We can produce 

the desired fabric type. In addition, you are able to 

present your own designs to us. Or we can handle all 

your design processes for you. This allows you to have 

a lot of different pennants that no one else has. 
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AUTHORITY FLAGS
Authority ags have a standard size (100x150cm) and 

the fabric used is usually satin. If you want to receive 

authorization ag service for the institution you are 

afliated with; If you need detailed information about

the authority ag, you can learn it as soon as possible 

in the most practical way. The authority ag quality may 

have different types. It may vary depending on the 

materials to be used, but this is not important. When 

you order the authority ag, if you say what quality you

 want, ags are produced that are right for you and the

 way you want. In this way, your authority ag can be 

seen in the best quality and most elegant way in the 

places you will use it. 
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DECORATION FLAGS
Decoration ags are generally used in openings. 

Triangular decorations are used in areas such as 

association meetings, outdoor entertainment, election 

propaganda. It is produced with raschel fabric type.
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TABLE FLAGS
The materials used in the production of table ags are 

preferred in a very high quality. But this quality is still 

based on your demands. There is a price difference 

depending on the quality ratio and the material to be used.

Of course, these differences do not consist of very 

exorbitant prices. In this way, you will not have any 

questions left in mind when ordering the table ag. If you 

have questions about the table ag, you can learn them 

as soon as possible and get the service you request.
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COUNTRY FLAGS / TURKISH FLAGS

BAYRAK

Turkish ags are determined according to the Turkish 

Flag Law and TSE dimensions. It is essential to comply

 with these criteria. Country ag can be produced in 

accordance with the standards determined by your 

country. In their production, 3 different fabrics are 

used as Raschel, Alpaca and Parachute. Generally, 

the printing system used is bleaching. Some standard 

sizes are as follows.  

1 x 1.5 m Country Flags

2 x 3 m Country Flags

3 x 4.5 m Country Flags

4 x 6 m Country Flags

5 x 7.5 m Country Flags

6 x 9 m Country Flags

7 x 10.5 m Country Flags

8 x 12 m Country Flags

10 x 15 m Country Flags

12 x 16 m Country Flags

v.s.



COUNTRY LEADER POSTERS/FLAGS
Leader posters are frequently used in ofcial ceremonies, 

national holidays, school walls, ofcial ofces, and 

parades. In Türkiye, each house has a poster of Atatürk. 

Ataturk posters show themselves, especially on national 

holidays. Everyone, young or old, who wants to 

commemorate their leader, takes their ag and takes 

to the streets. Our company, which produces leader 

posters, aims to provide you with higher quality 

products while providing service to you. You can buy 

quality Leader posters from our company and use 

them for many years.
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BEACH / SAIL FLAG
Beach / Sail Flag; It has a design that resembles a 

sailboat. This ag is located in an advertising ag 

category. These colorful, bold ags are a fun part of the

 advertising world, especially when they give

information about the campaigns of companies. It is 

especially used in front of the doors of stores. It creates

a remarkable element about the campaigns of the 

products in the stores. In addition, it attracts great 

attention due to the doors used in facade decorations, 

organizations, openings and fairs. The Beach/Sailing 

Flag is one of the most colorful options in the 

advertising industry. 
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STICK FLAGS
Stick ags are generally used for festivals, ceremonies,

celebrations, openings, invitations, schools, companies, 

decorations and you can use in your own organizations
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FABRIC BANNERS
If you need a poster or banner that will best represent 

your company, you are at the right place! In different 

sizes and designs, you can say, "We are here" thanks to

the best quality posters to be fully prepared to you. The

 banner will include your logo, company name, phone 

number, and company information. Do not waste time 

to announce the name of your company with our 

banner products. 
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PRESENTATİON BANNERS
It is used to promote the organization in which it is a 

member during sporting events, during the charitable 

days it has been organized in the Association and its 

institutions. The banners are produced of different sizes 

and shapes. It is printed on double-sided fabric and 

hard cardboard is put inside to keep it upright. Tassels 

are sewn around it. A rope is threaded around the head,

making it easy to hang somewhere. It can be preferred 

with or without tassels. Its measurements are 

15x22,5cm, 20x30cm, 25x35cm.
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